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a b s t r a c t

Foragers within a group might increase individual foraging efficiencies by using public
information to assess local resource availability. This information is often expressed
as a change in behavior at resource encounters, which can be detected by nearby
individuals. When the resource landscape displays sufficient degrees of clustering or
fractality, joining nearby conspecifics in their successful foraging efforts becomes an
attractive strategy. However, when group sizes increase, joining others might become
less effective due to increased levels of intraspecific competition. In this work, we
introduce a trimodal Lévy search in fractal resource landscapes, where highly diffusive,
extensive searches are interchanged with localized, intensive searches and informed
searches guided by attraction to successful conspecifics. Using an agent-based model,
we are able to quantitatively determine what environmental characteristics facilitate
joining to be beneficial on both the group and the individual level. We find that
joining others is advantageous on the group level, but only if resources are sufficiently
clustered and group sizes and joining ranges are not too large. In contrast, individual
advantages, expressed as an increased survival rate mediated by a reduced variation in
resource intake rate, are largest precisely in parameter regions where group benefits
were smallest. These results highlight both the reach of a relatively simple agent-based
model based on multimodal random searches, and the notion that groups might not
necessarily optimize foraging efficiency when more strict conditions, such as survival,
need to be met.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Foraging is critical to the survival of many animal species. To this end, many animals exhibit optimized foraging
ehavior. Often, precise resource locations are unknown, making optimizing random searches for individuals of vital
mportance [1–3]. In addition, foragers within a group might benefit from interactions with others in order to further
ncrease their foraging efficiency [4,5]. For example, detecting successful nearby conspecifics and joining them has been a
ell-documented phenomenon in natural systems [6–11]. However, when group sizes increase, intraspecific competition
dditionally increases [12–19], in turn leading to possible overpopulation or overconsumption of areas rich in resources.
ltimately, this can reduce the average resource consumption rate of individuals. This indicates that foraging efficiency is
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ot only highly dependent on the resource distribution, but also on individual decision processes and interactions between
oragers [20].

Traditionally, foragers joining successful others have been studied in the context of information sharing systems [21,22]
r producer–scrounger systems [23,24]. In information sharing systems, foragers individually search for resources while
imultaneously monitoring the behavior of nearby conspecifics, thus allowing unsuccessful foragers to join successful
thers [25]. Such joining mechanisms can reduce variations in resource intakes as it equalizes the distribution of resources,
ossibly leading to higher group search efficiencies [11,26]. In the producer–scrounger framework [22,27], individuals
re typically considered to be either a scrounger or a producer. They can choose to search independently for resources
producers), or take advantage of others (scroungers), for example by joining a patch and competing for resources. Thus,
he effectiveness of scrounging depends heavily on the number of scroungers relative to producers. Producer–scrounger
odels have been used to model group foraging [24,28], where field studies have identified intricate producer–scrounger
ynamics within populations of baboons [29], rooks [30] and finches [31], among others. While these dynamics critically
epend on the environment, very little is known about the precise influence of resource distributions and availability on
he effectiveness of group foraging.

In general, advantages of joining others increase as resources become more difficult to locate. When resources are
eadily available, an individual does not need to be joining others, as individual resource encounter rates are high. In
ontrast, many natural landscapes have resources distributed in patches, leading to fragmented distributions [32,33].
ost often, separate patches are the result of power laws that describe the underlying resource distributions [34,35],

eading to scale-free, fractal resource landscapes [36–44]. Such resource distributions typically increase the benefits of
oining, since resources themselves are more difficult to locate, but the patches contain high numbers of resources [45].
owever, it is important to consider that intraspecific competition – as foragers are competing for the same set of (limited)
esources – highly influences the advantages of joining strategies. Quantitative results on critical degrees of fragmentation
r clustering, and levels of competition (group sizes and joining ranges), are to the best of our knowledge absent from
urrent literature.
Besides joining nearby successful conspecifics, individual search strategies are still of critical importance. Data logging

echniques have resulted in attributing existence of heavy-tails in the distribution of flight lengths used in random
earches [42,46], thus allowing for the description of random searches as Lévy walks or flights [2,47]. Whereas the
obustness of these Lévy searches has been widely established [1,3,48–50], whether animals truly execute Lévy walks
s currently still up for debate [51–56]. Nevertheless, increasing evidence shows existence of Lévy walk characteristics
cross a wide variety of organisms, ranging from micro-organisms such as bacteria [57], cancer cells [58] and T cells [59]
o aquatic animals [60], and from insects such as honey-bees [61] to mammals such as deer [62,63] and even human
unter–gatherers [64]. Moreover, recent theoretical advances seem to point towards Lévy walks as random searches for
ptimal area coverage [65] and for optimizing the time needed to detect sparse targets of different sizes [66].
The characteristics of Lévy walks depend heavily on environmental influences [60], where individuals generally display

ower levels of dispersion when resources are plentiful. To model this, the (non-adaptive) Lévy walk framework originally
roposed by Viswanathan et al. [1] can be adapted to a multimodal (adaptive or composite) search [67,68]. Different
evels of diffusion in each mode represent differences between global displacements (exploration) and localized searches
exploitation), where switching between the modes can be mediated by the state of the forager. Both resource availability
nd resource distribution significantly impact the effectiveness of composite random searches. This raises the question
f there exist optimal search strategies that take into account resource distribution and (local) conspecific densities.
ost likely, searches that optimize foraging efficiencies balance individual searches with collective behavior such as
ggregation [5,69].
This work aims to provide a quantitative analysis on the effects of intraspecific competition on the individual- and

roup-level foraging efficiencies in fractal resource landscapes. It acts as a first effort to investigate observed behavioral
raits in foragers, and how these depend on the resource landscape and interactions between individuals. To this
nd, we study multimodal random searches in the information-sharing framework. More specifically, we study the
ntricate interplay between the resource landscape, the individual decision process, and the benefits of joining successful
onspecifics. We employ an agent-based model that implements a group of foragers that compete for resources available
ithin the environment. Competition arises from the fact that foraging is destructive, i.e. resources disappear after
onsuming them, leading to areas initially rich in resources becoming depleted over time.
Within our model, we first introduce a bimodal (adaptive) Lévy search consisting of an extensive and an intensive

earch mode. The extensive search is defined by choosing parameters of the Lévy search such that random searches
ecome highly diffusive, representing exploration. In contrast, assuming resources are sufficiently clustered, the forager
witches to more localized random searches upon resource detection, representing exploitation. Using this model, we
how that when intensive searches are of relatively long duration, i.e. sufficient exploitation, ballistic extensive searches
re always the most efficient. Interestingly, due to intraspecific competition, individual searches by a single forager are, on
verage, always more efficient than those achieved by groups of foragers. We find that when resources are not clustered,
istributions over resource intake rates are log-normal, but this feature disappears beyond a certain level of clustering. The
eason is that intraspecific competition results in skewed distributions over resource intakes, meaning that a significant
raction of the group find little to no resources when those are significantly clustered.

Afterwards, we then extend the bimodal model to a trimodal one, wherein foragers can additionally be attracted
owards successful nearby conspecifics. Here, successful foragers are those that have recently detected a resource, and
2
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re thus executing intensive searches. Therefore, we consider switches to intensive searches to act as a cue to nearby
thers, effectively identifying the forager as an attractor. By introducing attraction towards successful conspecifics, we
how that log-normal distributions are recovered over the full range of resource landscapes that we consider, displaying
ore equal resource intake with lower variation. Furthermore, we study the foraging efficiency more quantitatively by
omparing systems of foragers that join successful others with systems of non-interacting foragers. We find that there exist
ptimal intermediate joining ranges, which decrease in size as relative resource availability decreases. Thus, we show that
oining others results in higher average foraging efficiencies only if (i) resources are clustered to some sufficient degree,
nd (ii) group sizes do not become too large. More interestingly, we find that in resource landscapes where joining does
ot increase individual resource intake rates, the variation in resource intake decreases. This highlights that many natural
ystems might not execute optimal foraging per se, but instead favor strategies that result in small variation, as long as
inimum energetic constraints are met.
We have organized the work as follows. First, we introduce the fractal resource landscape in Section 2, and discuss

he bimodal and trimodal Lévy searches in Section 3, and Section 4 respectively. In Section 5 we present our numerical
tudies of agent-based model on the foraging task, and discuss the relevance to existing literature. Finally, we conclude
ur work in Section 6 and present an outlook on the implications of our work.

. The resource landscape

We consider a square, two-dimensional (2D) L × L environment with periodic boundaries. The characteristics of the
esource landscape determine the efficiency of the search strategy used by the foragers. For example, when resources are
ighly clustered, aggregation might be an efficient strategy, even though levels of resource competition increase [5,70].
haracterizing the resource distribution is thus of vital importance towards understanding the motivations of aggregations
n large-scale systems.

Since we study destructive foraging in fractal resource landscapes, resource dynamics are modeled as disappearance
consumption) of a resource upon detection, and reappearance (regeneration) at a distance sampled according to a
évy flight. Simultaneous consumption and regeneration ensures that the resource density within the environment stays
onstant. This is desired as it enables us to study foraging behavior in absence of more invasive effects such as drastic
hanges in resource availability. Time dependent resource densities that result from external causes, e.g. deforestation,
re considered important topics for future research.
We let distances between resources be sampled from a truncated inverse power law, where upper and lower truncation

nsure that distributions occur on the appropriate scale [49,55]. The distribution with Lévy parameter γ is defined as

pγ (ℓ) =

{
Zγ ℓ−γ ℓ0 < ℓ ≤ L
0 otherwise,

(1)

where Zγ is the normalization constant and ℓ0 and L are the minimum respectively the maximum distances. The
orientation angle θ between subsequent resource placements is sampled uniformly between 0 and 2π . As such, the
enerated resource distribution represents a Lévy dust [71,72], where each point in the flight represents a resource
ocation.

Lévy flights capture different resource distributions, related to the properties of the distribution (see Fig. 1). For γ → 1,
distances between subsequent resources are large, resulting in a (near) uniform distribution due to the periodic boundaries
(see also [65]). When γ ≥ 3, the resulting pattern is highly clustered, often resulting in resources being contained in a
single, dense cluster. Intermediate values 1 < γ < 3 result in clumped distributions, where multiple aggregates are
separated by large empty spaces. In principle, when the number of resources M → ∞, due to the periodic boundary
onditions all values of γ will asymptotically converge to the same distribution, being dense and uniform [49]. However,
ince realistic environments have a finite number of resources, the significant structural differences for different values
f γ become apparent even for relatively large values of M , as seen in Fig. 1.

. Individual behavior

Within the clustered resource landscape, we consider a system of N foragers initially distributed uniformly within the
nvironment. In our experiments, resources can be detected by the foragers within a detection radius R. Each individual
orager randomly searches the environment for resources by executing a (bimodal) adaptive Lévy walk with parameter
[68,73]. It is important to note here the difference between a Lévy flight and a Lévy walk, with only the latter having a

inite velocity that implies a spatiotemporal coupling [47,49]. Then, similar to Eq. (6), flight lengths are sampled from an
nverse power law as

pα(ℓ) =

{
Zαℓ−α, ℓ0 < ℓ ≤ L
0 otherwise,

(2)

here Zα the normalization constant. Foragers walk along the sampled flight lengths with step size (fixed velocity) ℓ0,
ith the direction φ sampled uniformly from 0 to 2π . The parameter α defines the spatial characteristics of the movement.
ence, Lévy walks encompass a wide range of different movement patterns (diffusion), ranging from ballistic motion for
3
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Fig. 1. Examples of typical resource distributions of M = 2048 resources in the L × L environment for different Lévy parameters γ . The periodic
boundary effects are apparent when γ decreases, resulting in increasingly uniform distributions for γ → 1. In contrast, high values of γ result in
highly clustered resource distributions. Resource landscapes with intermediate values of γ contain multiple clusters separated by large empty spaces.

α → 1 to anomalous diffusion for 1 < α < 3, and normal diffusion (Brownian motion) for α ≥ 3. It is critical to note that
convergence of Eq. (2) towards a Gaussian process is ultraslow [74], hence the general characteristics, e.g. the heavy tail,
of the Lévy distribution are conserved during our finite time foraging task. For a more detailed discussion on Lévy flights
and Lévy walks, and their implications for foraging, we refer the interested reader to more in-depth studies [2,47].

In this work, we let the actual value of α depend on the mode the forager is in. The bimodal search consists of an
extensive search mode with parameter α and an intensive search with parameter α′. Initially, each forager starts in the
extensive search mode wherein the forager explores the environment using a Lévy walk parameter α ≤ 3. At resource
detection, the forager switches to the intensive mode with α′

= 3 (i.e. Brownian motion), under the assumption that
the resource distribution is clustered. Such a composite random walk has been observed in numerous animal species
(see e.g. [75–77] and references therein). Effectively, these search strategies allow individuals to focus their efforts on
areas rich in resources, while simultaneously minimizing time spent in areas void of resources [2]. While such composite
random walks have been found to accommodate higher search efficiencies for single foragers [73,77], to the best of our
knowledge such composite Lévy searches have not been studied extensively in group foraging scenarios (but see [5]).

In our bimodal Lévy search, the intensive search mode can at any point in time be truncated with probability pβ ,
effectively switching back to the extensive search. Naturally, this truncation strongly influences the efficiency of the search.
When exactly a forager truncates its current intensive search should depend heavily on the resource landscape. Similar
to previous studies [78,79], it is therefore sensible to have the truncation probability depend on the recent success of the
forager. In general, when the forager assumes a clustered resource distribution, intensive searches should be longer, while
short intensive searches should be preferred when resources are more spread out. To this end, we define the switching
probability for switching back to the extensive search from an intensive search by

pβ (d0) = 1 − exp
(

−
βd0

)
, (3)
ℓ0

4
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Fig. 2. (a) Wrapped Cauchy distribution fWC for different shape parameters ρ with center angle π/2. (b) Simplified typical attraction pattern for a
focal forager (•) getting attracted to a successful forager (◦) within the attraction radius r , with initial angle of attraction θ = π/2. Travel direction
is sampled according to the wrapped Cauchy distribution with ρ = (d/r)1/2 , where d the distance between the foragers. Typical values of ρ are
ndicated, and note that as the attracted forager gets closer the more uniform sampling of the travel angle.

here β is the switching parameter, and d0 the distance traveled without resource encounter. Thus, the forager is more
ikely to exit its current intensive search if it has not detected a resource in some time; a decision that is influenced by
he switching parameter β .

Essentially, the switching parameter β determines to what extent a forager should ‘exploit’ the current region, assumed
y the forager to be rich in resources (see also [68,77]). Lower values of β indicate long intensive searches, while higher
alues of β result in short intensive searches. Note that setting β = ∞ recovers the unimodal Lévy search, where there

does not exist an intensive search and the forager simply searches the environment while maintaining α ≤ 3 (see
Appendix A). Further note that a switch to an intensive search at resource encounter is only beneficial when resources are
clustered. Thus we implicitly make the assumption that foragers expect the resource landscape to be clustered to some
degree. If this assumption is false, composite random walks do not necessarily optimize random searches [68].

4. Attraction to conspecifics

Next we describe attraction towards nearby conspecifics that are within a perception range r . In general, conspecific
erception ranges are larger than resource perception [69,80–84], i.e. r ≫ R. We model attraction towards recently
uccessful nearby conspecifics through aborting the current search direction in favor of travel towards the closest attractor.
ere, recently successful foragers are those who are executing intensive searches, i.e. foragers are attracted to those who
ave recently detected resources and are thus likely to be within a patch. This type of attraction has been observed in many
atural systems, such as, but not limited to, worms [10], fish [11], bats [19,45], seabirds [13,81,85,86] and gazelles [69]. It
elies on use of public information [82,87,88], where the information that is considered public in this work is the location
nd the search mode of nearby conspecifics.
Attraction is modeled through sampling a travel angle from a wrapped Cauchy distribution (WCD), making attraction

o be modeled according to a correlated Lévy random walk with parameter α [89]. Note here that attraction considers
he same Lévy parameter α as exploration. The mean of the WCD is the angle between the focal forager and the nearest
uccessful conspecific (the attractor). The shape parameter ρ of the WCD depends on the distance towards the nearest
ttractor dnear (see Fig. 2). More specifically, we define

ρ =

(
dnear
r

) 1
2

. (4)

The attracted forager executes its Lévy search along this travel direction, meaning that motion is guided towards the
nearest conspecific who is currently executing an extensive search. The form of the shape parameter in Eq. (4), ensures
that the travel angle is sampled more uniformly the closer the attracted forager is to its nearest successful neighbor.
Hence, attraction gradually fades the closer the focal forager is to the successful one, in turn executing a localized search
when in the vicinity of its nearby successful conspecifics, since travel angles are effectively sampled (near) uniformly as
ρ → 0. Attraction is truncated either when the successful conspecific exits the extensive search (as per Eq. (3)), or when
the attracted forager detects a resource, after which it switches to an intensive search and becomes an attractor for other
nearby conspecifics itself.

Effectively, the type of attraction studied here results in ‘follow-the-leader’-type dynamics, which have been previously
discussed, e.g. by Santos et al. [90]. Moreover, such hierarchical structures are indeed very common in natural systems [91–
93], and leader–follower relationships have been observed to naturally emerge [94–97]. Within our model, successful
foragers in the intensive search mode effectively assume a leader-type role, and foragers attracted to them can be
5
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onsidered as followers. Therefore, our model of attraction results in ephemeral group formation with temporary leader–
ollower dynamics. In particular, this contrasts with Santos et al. [90] as they considered permanent groups with
ixed leaders. Additionally, our model carries much resemblance with fission–fusion dynamics, where ephemeral groups
ontinuously split and merge, e.g. to exchange information [98–100]. Note that while the specific model of attraction in
atural systems might differ, we assume that the above description is a simplification of more complex decisions made
t the individual level.

. Results

We employ a Monte Carlo approach by simulating separate foraging tasks in different resource landscapes and initial
onditions. The environment size is set sufficiently large at L = 103, while the number of resources within the environment
M = 2048 is chosen as to reflect low resource density (ρM = M/L2 ∼ 10−3, Fig. 1). The number of foragers N is a variable
considered in ranges typical for (large) foraging systems (typically between 102 to 103 individuals, see e.g. [5,69,101–
05]). All results presented below are averages computed over 250 foraging tasks with different initial conditions and
andom seeds, unless mentioned otherwise. In this work, a foraging task consists of encountering a fixed number of
esources within the environment. Here, we consider experiments wherein 2 · 104 resources have to be detected, ending
immediately upon reaching that threshold. Note that although this task truncation can influence optimal parameters
for the random searches [78], our choice of resource encounters is sufficiently high to alleviate these effects. We have
empirically established that increasing the number of to be detected resources does not influence the distributions of, or
the numerical values of the to be presented metrics.

5.1. A single forager in a fractal landscape

As to provide insight in the added value of composite random searches, let us first study a single forager (N = 1) in a
fractal landscape and extract optimal values of α, for different resource distributions defined by γ . Note that optimality
here indicates a strategy (i.e., a particular choice of α) that maximizes the search efficiency. In this work, we assume
that the cost of foraging for each individual is proportional to the distance traveled (see also [1,2]). This gives the search
efficiency as

η =
k
d
, (5)

where k is the number of resources detected by the forager while traveling a distance of d. Since we truncate the search
when a fixed number of resources have been detected, the search efficiency essentially captures how much distance the
forager had to traverse during the foraging task.

Let us set β = ∞ and thereby recover the unimodal Lévy search that does not adapt its parameter α, as the switching
probability p∞ = 1 as per Eq. (3) (see also Appendix A). Results are indicated in Fig. 3a, and display a cross-over from the
widely encountered optimum at α ≈ 2 as the resource landscape exhibits higher levels of clustering. As γ decreases, the
resource distribution becomes less clustered, leading to ballistic searches with α → 1 to be optimal. These results are in
line with existing studies on Lévy searches in fractal resource landscapes, e.g. [49].

In contrast, when the switching parameter β is finite, we observe that more ballistic motion is favored by the forager
(Fig. 3b,c). Most notably, when the switching parameter β is sufficiently small, i.e. when intensive searches are longer, the
optimum shifts to pure ballistic motion α → 1 regardless of the underlying structure of the resource landscape (Fig. 3c).
It is critical to note that the value of the search efficiency increases as intensive searches are sufficiently long, especially
when the resource landscape is highly clustered. This indicates that the adaptive search with finite β is a more efficient
strategy than the unimodal Lévy search with β = ∞. Obviously, the switching behavior of the forager is only beneficial
when the resources are sufficiently clustered, leading to foragers assuming a priori that the resources are clustered to
some degree. Therefore, as previously mentioned, in environments where this assumption is false, the search efficiency
should decrease. Indeed, resource distributions that are not clustered (γ → 1) display a decrease (albeit minor) in search
efficiency as the intensive searches increase in length, since the forager is expecting the resources to be more clustered
than they actually are.

This leads us to the following assumption that ballistic extensive searches are always optimal if, (i) the environment is
clustered to some significant degree, and (ii) if the forager is changing its search behavior upon resource detection. Thus,
the optimal adaptive Lévy search consists of one highly explorative mode (with α → 1) and a highly exploitative mode
(with α′

= 3). This result has analytically been verified in one-dimensional systems [106], including the fact that such
bimodal searches necessarily require some prior information, such as the expected clustering strength of the resources.
Our results consolidate this fact in a two-dimensional system.

As a result, in further experiments we consider ballistic extensive searches with α → 1, as less ballistic searches are less
optimal provided the resource landscape is sufficiently clustered. Therefore, β – to some degree – defines the expected
local resource density (cluster size) that the forager uses to estimate when it has to leave the patch due to resource
exhaustion. This additionally implies that there might exist an optimal value of β , depending on the resource landscape
defined by γ , and, as we shall show in Fig. 5, these are indeed observed in our model. More specifically, the optimal value
6
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Fig. 3. Search efficiency η versus the α for a single forager (N = 1) performing adaptive Lévy searches for different values of β . Resources are placed
using a scale-free distribution with Lévy parameter γ . (a) η for the free Lévy walk, i.e. no intensive search (see Appendix A), versus α. (b) η for
adaptive (bimodal) Lévy searches with (relatively) short intensive searches, and (c) with longer intensive searches. Note the difference of the value
of η, where adaptive Lévy walks with β ≪ ∞ have overall higher search efficiencies than when β = ∞. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation.

β∗ depends on the clustering tendency of the resource distribution, where searches in highly clustered environments are
more efficient as the length of intensive searches grows. Most notably, due to intraspecific competition, single foragers
benefit more from longer intensive searches than groups of foragers (see also Section 5.2).

It is important to note that most animals can estimate local resource distributions to some degree [75,107,108], and
can often react accordingly, meaning that, in reality, the optimal value of β is not fixed. In this work, we do not consider
more intricate decision processes, but rather focus on the interplay of static search strategies (with fixed parameters) and
the resource landscape (with fixed density). Further specifications of the decision process that each individual forager
undergoes is considered to be out of the scope of this work, but is to be considered valuable future work.

5.2. A non-communicating group of foragers

Next, let us consider the bimodal Lévy search in a group of foragers (N > 1), wherein no attraction is included,
i.e. r = 0. Such a system is useful to consider, as it provides a baseline with which to compare when studying the benefits
of group behavior. Note that although such a system does not directly imply competition, recall that there exists implicit
competition due to the destructive nature of the foragers and forced sharing of the limited set of resources. Resource
depletion (over time) reduces the local resource density (not the global density, see Section 2), hence resulting in foragers
individually experiencing environments to be less-clustered than they actually are (see also the discussion on the mean
free path in [49]).

5.2.1. The search efficiency in group foraging
What effect does the competition for resources have on the search efficiency? To answer this question, we first need to

define the group search efficiency ηN . Since we are interested in the efficiency of the group, an intuitive way of defining
the group search efficiency is simply the group average of individual search efficiencies

ηN =
1
N

∑
i

ki
di

, (6)

where ki and di are the number of detected resources and the distance traveled by forager i (i = 1, 2, . . . ,N), respectively.
Again, the foraging task pertains detection of K =

∑
k = 2 · 104 resources by the group. The above definition of group
i i

7
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Fig. 4. Group search efficiency ηN for a non-communicating group of foragers (r = 0), versus the Lévy parameter α for several switching parameters
and a fixed clustered resource distribution with γ = 2.5. Dashed line with black bullets (•) represents the search efficiency η of a single forager

within the same resource landscape. Note that ηN=1 > ηN>1 (see text), and that the absolute value of ηN increases as β decreases, indicating that
daptive searches increase the group search efficiency. Insets indicate optimal α∗ for the extensive search, where α∗

→ 1 as β decreases. Intensive
earches were executed with α′

= 3. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation.

earch efficiency has been used when studying collective systems [5], however it fails to capture individual differences.
ost notably, and as we shall show, resource encounters are not necessarily normally distributed, which makes the
ean not reflective of the population. Nonetheless, this metric is informative, provided one accompanies it with detailed
escriptions of individual search efficiencies and the variances.
The group search efficiency ηN depends heavily on the individual behavior and interactions between foragers, but

dditionally depends on the relative resource density. This relative measure defines a level of resource availability relative
o the number of foragers in the environment. Since in our experiments the number of resources remains fixed, we can
hange the relative density by changing the group size N . Larger group sizes result in lower resource availability per
ndividual, and thus represent systems with low relative resource density, while small group sizes indicate the contrary.

.2.2. Effects of group size on group search efficiency
When studying the effects of the implicit competition, we see similar effects as when studying single foragers systems,

n that the optimal extensive search becomes ballistic as β becomes sufficiently small (Fig. 4). More interestingly, group
earch efficiencies are lower across the entire range of α compared to a single forager, due to competition for resources.
hus, as group sizes increase, group search efficiencies decrease. Additionally, the search efficiencies for unimodal searches
β = ∞, inset Fig. 4a) and bimodal searches with short intensive searches (β = 10−2, inset Fig. 4b) for groups with N > 1,
isplay maxima at lower values of α than when N = 1. This indeed implies that individuals experience resources to be
ore sparsely distributed due to others simultaneously foraging destructively [49]. As a result, more diffusive search
trategies are, on average, more efficient.
As our results for a single forager (N = 1, see Section 5.1) indicate that ballistic extensive searches with α → 1

re optimal, we are interested on the group foraging efficiency for N > 1 in this ballistic regime. In Fig. 5, we plot the
group) search efficiency for a non-communicating group of foragers for different levels of resource clustering. These
esults indicate that, when the environment displays little clustering (for γ = 1.5, Fig. 5a), competition for resources is
ow and foraging efficiencies for all studied values of N are the same. In contrast, when resources become more clustered
s γ increases, dependence of the group search efficiency on group size becomes apparent. When γ increases while group
izes are large, on-patch competition becomes more fierce, and as a result the optimal value for β is larger compared to
hen group sizes are smaller (Fig. 5d). This indicates that group members benefit from shortening their intensive searches,
8
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Fig. 5. Group search efficiency ηN for a non-communicating group of foragers (r = 0) versus the switching parameter β , for several group sizes
and different levels of resource clustering γ . Dashed line with black bullets (•) represent a single forager (N = 1) within the same resource

andscapes. Note that the overall value of the (group) search efficiency notably increases as the landscape becomes more clustered for larger values
f γ , and that ηN=1 > ηN>1 (see text). Extensive searches were executed with α = 1.1, and intensive searches with α′

= 3. Error bars represent 1
tandard deviation. (a) Group search efficiency for low (γ = 1.5), (b) intermediate (γ = 2) and (c) strong (γ = 2.5) degrees of clustering. (d) Value
f β that maximizes the (group) search efficiency ηN versus γ , denoted as β∗ . Optimal values β∗ are computed by fitting each curve in (a)–(c) with
polynomial of sufficient degree, and use Newton–Raphson’s method to compute approximate optima of the fits. Note that, as smaller values of
(and β∗) indicate longer intensive searches, a shift towards shorter intensive searches is observed as group sizes increase and resources become
ore clustered (see text).

s patches are perceived to hold less resources since more competitors are destructively feeding on the patch as well. The
act that optimal strategies differ significantly depending on group sizes is a clear indication of the effect of competition
ver the same set of resources.

.2.3. Distribution of individual resource intake
As previously mentioned, when computing the group search efficiency as the group average, this average does

ot always reflect the underlying distribution of resource encounters. In reality, resource intake distributions become
ncreasingly skewed towards the lucky few who detected dense patches early in the foraging task when resources are
ignificantly clustered (see Appendix B, Fig. B.10). We note that a log-normal distribution describes the individual resource
ntake distribution well, as long as environments are not significantly clustered (γ ≲ 1.5). However, the log-normal
istribution fails to describe resource intake rates when resources are more clustered for γ ≳ 2 (Fig. 6e and Fig. B.10),
aking direct comparison between the group average and the mean of the distribution inaccurate. The significant
robability for a forager to find little to no resources becomes apparent as γ increases, and subsequently increases the
mpirical variation (standard deviation) over resource intake rates (Fig. 7b).
The skewed distribution further provides an explanation for the previously mentioned shift towards shorter intensive

earches. Recall that γ ≈ 3 results in highly clustered resource distributions, often consisting of a single, large patch.
ince foragers not on that patch greatly benefit from shorter intensive searches on smaller patches (recall Fig. 1d), by
hortening their intensive searches they increase the likelihood to find the largest patch and thereby profit the most.
dditionally, due to the fact that switching back from the intensive search to the extensive search is modulated by the
istance wherein no targets have been detected, the effects of β diminish as patches become increasingly dense, as is the
ase for large enough γ . Therefore, the foraging task effectively reduces towards detecting the largest patch as quickly as
ossible; a task which is achieved by ballistic motion (α → 1) and reduced exploitation of suboptimal patches (smaller
).
9
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Fig. 6. Influence of the joining range on several metrics. Foragers executed bi- or trimodal searches with fixed α = 1.1 and β = 10−4 , in a clustered
esource landscape with γ = 2.5. (a) The relative search efficiency ηr versus the joining range for different relative resource densities modulated
y group size N . (b) The expected value of the log-normal distribution over search efficiencies versus the joining range. (c) Relative efficiency of
oining ηs/ηe versus the joining range (see text). (d) Differences between group averaged search efficiency ηN (r), expected value from the log-normal
istribution E(η) and the mode µ, versus joining range for N = 256. Discrepancies between expected value and mode increase with increased

inequality in resource intake. (e) Change in distribution of individual search efficiencies ηi when joining ranges are introduced, with r = 0.1. The
black line is a log-normal distribution fitted to the data. Note that for r = 0, a log-normal distribution does not appropriately describe the underlying
distribution and can therefore not be fitted (see text). (f) Relative coefficient of variation (CV) versus the joining range.

Furthermore, we note that the rising inequality can be captured by computing inequality measures [109]. We compute
Gini coefficients (see Appendix B for more details) and note that as γ increases, so does the Gini coefficient (see Fig. B.9).
More specifically, these high valued Gini coefficients correspond to high inequality in resource intake (large variation).
Values of the Gini coefficient are larger when group sizes increase, displaying increased inequality in resource intake rates
in larger groups.
10
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Fig. 7. Benefits of joining nearby conspecifics for different resource landscapes γ and relative resource density facilitated by group size N . Search
strategies are fixed bi- and trimodal Lévy searches with α = 1.1, β = 10−4 , and r/L = 0.1. (a) The relative search efficiency ηr computed through
q. (7). Dashed line depicts ηr = 1, where joining becomes group efficient above this line (ηr > 1), and individual strategies (ignoring conspecifics)
re preferred below (ηr < 1). (b) The relative variation of the search efficiency, expressed as the relative empirical standard deviation. Lower values
f σr indicate lower variation of intake rates during the foraging task. Importantly, joining others always reduces variation in resource intake rates

for any r > 0 (see text). Note the contrast with (a), indicating that regions where group efficiencies fall are regions with lowest (relative) variance.
Dashed line at σr serves a guide to the eye, where the variation is half of a non-communicating group. Results are obtained by averaging over 100
different realizations for each combination of N and γ .

5.3. Group foraging for r > 0

Next, we introduce more explicit competition by including attraction towards (nearby) conspecifics within a specific
attraction radius r . Recall that foragers are attracted to others within this radius, but only if the focal forager is in the
extensive search mode and the other forager (the attractor) is in the intensive search mode. This adapts the bimodal
Lévy search from the previous sections to a trimodal one. Intuitively, when each forager assumes the underlying resource
landscape to be clustered, joining others in the vicinity is essentially similar as a bout of guided motion towards an
existing patch, making joining an effective strategy in sparse, patchy resource landscapes. Therefore, the effectiveness
of such opportunistic joining behavior depends heavily on resource landscape, resource availability, joining ranges and
individual decision processes.

In all experiments where attraction is introduced we fix our trimodal Lévy search with ballistic extensive searches
(α = 1.1) and sufficiently long intensive searches (e.g. β = 10−4) such that joining becomes feasible. Recall that β

modulates the duration of a foragers being attracted, thus choosing large values of β can result in truncation of attracted
bouts due to the attractor exiting the intensive search before the focal forager has joined. This implies to the attracted
forager that there are no resources anymore, hence stopping the attractive bout midway, making attraction less likely
to result in resource detection. Moreover, we are interested in finding quantitative criteria for which joining becomes
beneficial based on resource clustering and resource availability. Obviously, when the durations over which individuals can
be attracted decrease, the system converges to a system of solitary foragers, and results will converge to those presented
above for r = 0. Therefore, we omit short lengths of attraction by choosing β such that time ranges over which foragers
can effectively join nearby neighbors are sufficiently long. A more intricate study on the effects of β on the effective
joining range is considered to be out of the scope of this work.

5.3.1. Group search efficiency
We compare the trimodal Lévy search with the bimodal one by computing the relative group search efficiency

ηr =
ηN (r)
ηN

, (7)

where ηN is the group search efficiency from the bimodal search with r = 0 as in Eq. (6), and ηN (r) the same group search
fficiency of the trimodal group of foragers, but with attraction radius r > 0. Values of ηr > 1 define joining as being
eneficial, where ηr < 1 makes individual strategies (i.e. the bimodal search) more efficient.
We have plotted the relative group search efficiency for a clustered resource landscape versus the joining range

n Fig. 6a. We note that small populations of foragers have a wide range over which joining is beneficial, due to the
elative local abundance of resources when joining successful conspecifics. When group sizes increase, joining becomes
ess beneficial due to fast, local depletion of patches due to the destructive nature of the foraging. More specifically,
11
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ptimal joining ranges (insets Fig. 6a,b) decrease significantly as groups grow larger, indicating that joining others is only
eneficial if local resource availability is sufficient.
Additionally, we plot the relative search efficiency at a fixed value of r against γ and N in Fig. 7a, where we would

ike to emphasize again that N directly influences the relative resource availability. As expected, if there is no significant
degree of clustering (γ ≲ 2), joining strategies are disadvantageous regardless of relative resource density. The reason is
that joining others becomes highly inefficient as patches consist of few resources, thereby resulting in attracted foragers
arriving at an already depleted patch. This effectively wastes search time, where the individual would have been better
off by ignoring the successful forager in favor of an explorative search. When resources become increasingly clustered,
we see that joining others increases the group search efficiency depending on the relative resource availability. Larger
groups need more clustered resource landscapes (γ ≳ 2.5) in order for joining to be group beneficial than small groups
(γ ≳ 2).

To further differentiate between the effectiveness of joining others versus continuing individual exploration, we
plot the relative effectiveness of the explorative mode(s) of the bi- and trimodal Lévy searches. For the bimodal Lévy
search with r = 0, we record the efficiency of the extensive search ηe. For the trimodal Lévy search, we combine the
extensive search with parts of the foraging task over which the forager is attracted to a successful conspecific, which
effectively captures all non-intensive search modes, into ηs. By plotting the ratio of these efficiencies in Fig. 6c, we see
that joining others increases the efficiency of non-intensive searches significantly. For joining ranges r/L ≈ 0.1 we note
that exploration with joining others can be more than twice as efficient than individual exploration, but only when group
sizes are not too large (N = 64,128). When group sizes grow too large, the efficiency of joining others decreases, again
due to increased levels of intraspecific competition.

5.3.2. Joining promotes intake equality
While attraction to successful conspecifics might not always maximize the groups search efficiency defined in Eq. (6),

it is important to note that the distribution over resource intake equalizes as the log-normal distribution becomes a
better fit (Fig. 6e, Fig. B.10), and variation in resource intake rates decreases (Fig. 6f). This is also reflected by the Gini
coefficients, as they decrease when attraction is introduced compared to a system of non-interacting foragers (Fig. B.9b,c).
It is further substantiated by noting that the group average, the expected value of the search efficiency and the mode are
closer to one another as joining ranges increase (Fig. 6d). Full equality of these different metrics would be obtained by a
normal distribution, however we found no evidence for intake rates being normally distributed. We further observe the
empirical standard deviation to be decreasing when joining ranges are introduced, as becomes visible when plotting the
relative coefficient of variation (CV) in Fig. 6f. Most interestingly, while the relative CV is strictly smaller for any r > 0
han for r = 0, we note that for large group sizes the CV increases as joining ranges increase. This results directly from
onger joining ranges being counterproductive, as distant arrivals at depleted patches become increasingly common (see
he above discussion on group search efficiency). This illustrates that, while any joining range decreases the variation in
esource intake, there exist optimal joining ranges that facilitate the smallest coefficient of variation.

Overall, these results imply the following: joining others reduces variations in individual resource intake rates,
.e. increases group equality, regardless of the joining range. We wish to emphasize that while joining others from far away
ight not be optimal due to the increased costs of traveling, it does result in more foragers finding at least something,
ence the group of foragers resorts to a low mean, low variance strategy [16]. Finally, we mention that joining ranges
hould not be too short (r/L ≪ 1), as the system then converges to the non-interacting system for which results are as
iscussed earlier.

.4. When is joining beneficial while foraging ?

To arrive at a quantitative explanation of when joining is beneficial when foraging in groups, we have to ask what
onstitutes beneficial search strategies. Intuitively, a group benefits when each individual benefits, but individuals can
enefit from group-level interactions while not increasing group search efficiency. The main example to illustrate such
ehavior is survival. In principle, survival rates are tightly interconnected with the search efficiency, where higher (group)
earch efficiencies should result in higher survival rates. However, when the threshold for survival is relatively low,
.e. foragers do not need to optimize but just need to achieve a minimum number of resources in order to survive, foragers
enefit from others simply by avoiding starvation. This, as mentioned above, can be achieved by reducing the variation in
esource intake rates, since individuals rely on others for locating patches rich in resources [13,16,25,110]. In such cases,
hile the group might not act optimally, the survival probability of individuals increases, which provides an ulterior

ncentive that might motivate joining others as an attractive strategy.
In order to study when individuals within a group benefit from joining others, we need to quantitatively determine

nder what environmental conditions individual strategies are less effective than group-level strategies. In Fig. 7a, we
how the regions over which joining others becomes beneficial based on increased average search efficiencies. Individuals
ithin large groups only achieve higher average search efficiencies when environments are significantly clustered for
≳ 2.5, while in contrast small groups of foragers benefit from joining others (and others joining) for γ ≳ 2. The

esource landscape that results in the largest increase in group search efficiencies are obviously those who are highly
lustered for γ = 3 (and subsequently γ ≥ 3 as well), since resources can only be found in a single, dense patch.
12
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On the other hand, reducing the variation in order to avoid starvation follows a completely contrasting trend. In Fig. 7b,
we see that the relative variation decreases as environments become less clustered, and when group sizes increase. Thus,
effective survival probabilities might increase since individuals are more likely to find the minimum number of resources
necessary for survival. Thus, whether foragers at the individual level benefit from joining others in a specific environment
with some fixed level of fractality, depends critically on the current needs of the individual.

What do these result imply for group foraging strategies in fractal resource landscapes? These quantitative results
show that multimodal searches increase the individual search efficiency given that the resource distribution is sufficiently
clustered. This implies that individuals benefit from approximating the local resource density, and change their diffusion
rates accordingly. These intermittent strategies are still beneficial when the single forager is a member of a larger group of
foragers within the same resource landscape. As group search efficiencies decrease due to rising inequalities in resource
intake, groups (as well as most individuals) benefit from joining ranges within which successful foragers will effectively
share the detected resource with nearby others. However, as joining ranges increase, so does the level of intraspecific
competition and thereby the efficiency of joining bouts, as patches become more likely to be depleted upon arrival. The
optimal joining range depends heavily on the relative resource availability, as larger group sizes facilitate joining to be
beneficial only if the environment is sufficiently clustered (Fig. 7a). As a result, we argue that foragers should be able to
approximate both local resource density and conspecific density, and adapt their search strategies accordingly, if they are
to forage efficiently.

6. Discussion

In this work we have introduced an agent-based model where individuals execute a trimodal Lévy search that consists
of three distinct modes. The first mode defines an explorative Lévy search with a fixed Lévy parameter α. The second
ode is triggered upon resource detection, and defines local exploitation by an exhaustive-like Brownian search with
= 3. The third mode considers attraction to successful conspecifics within a radius r , where the behavioral change

pon resource detection by the other forager acts as public information that can be exploited by others. Thus, foragers
ho are currently executing an intensive search can serve as attractive conspecifics due to each forager assuming the
esource distribution to be clustered to some degree.

By quantitatively determining the benefits of joining others compared to a system where joining was not included,
e illustrated a wide range of efficient multimodal Lévy searches that depends critically on the resource distribution and
elative resource availability. In this work, we considered resource-to-resource distances that follow an inverse power
aw distribution that generates fractal resource landscapes. We have shown that in a system of non-interacting foragers,
mplicit intraspecific competition as foragers compete for a limited set of resources, results in skewed distributions over
esource intake levels when resources are significantly clustered. Moreover, while more scattered resource distributions
esult in resource intakes to follow a log-normal distribution, we showed that the variation in resource intake rates grows
s resources become increasingly clustered. When introducing the possibility of joining successful nearby others, a group
f foragers displayed more equalized resource intake distributions. We showed that this resulted in resource intake rates
eing log-normally distributed over the entire studied range of resource distributions.
Our model illustrates that small groups of foragers can benefit from joining others by increasing the average search

fficiency, over a wider range of resource distributions than large groups, as larger groups experience higher levels of
ntraspecific competition. However, a group does not necessarily need to optimize group-level search efficiencies, rather
han providing each individual more guaranteed minimal resource intake in order to survive. By introducing joining ranges
e showed that variation in resource intakes decreased, regardless of the spatial distribution and availability of resources.
he reduction in variance was maximized in environmental conditions where relative group search efficiencies were
owest, displaying that the benefits of joining conspecifics depends greatly on the ulterior motive of each individual.
hus, our quantitative approach reinstates that foraging behavior need not necessarily facilitate optimality by increasing
verage search efficiencies, but might rather increase survival rates by decreasing variation in resource intakes.
Whereas we have studied the influence of a static switching parameter β , adaptive strategies are observed in natural

systems [20]. For example, β can be adapted based on the number of nearby foragers, resembling quorum responses [111,
112] and consensus models [113–115]. While such group-level responses correspond more to a collective system rather
than a competitive system, they are of importance to engineering artificial systems such as swarms [104,116]. In this
context, we have studied homogeneous groups wherein each individual commits to the same strategy, however within-
group heterogeneity exists and is widespread across different organisms [4,103,117–119], and as a result artificial systems
as well [120,121]. Precisely how such within-group differences of individual needs and preferences shapes both individual
and group behavior is still largely unknown.

In this study, we have purposely left out investigations into the diffusion characteristics of the resulting motion of
foragers. Since attraction towards successful others truncates long Lévy flights, the resulting random search might not
have flight lengths sampled from a power-law distribution [122,123], but rather follow different, less diffusive, distribu-
tions [53]. Such truncated Lévy searches have been studied in the context of attraction [5] and memory [79]. Furthermore,
diffusion characteristics, and thereby foraging efficiencies, are highly influenced by the resource landscape [72]. A more
thorough investigation into the walk characteristics of individuals in the information sharing framework is therefore
required.
13
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Additionally, we wish to address that our model does not include any memory component that foraging individuals
often possess [79,108,124–126], where intricate memory models were observed in multiple species such as bees [127],
flower bats [128], and Capuchin monkeys [129,130]. We do wish to note that the distance in which no resources have
been detected used in the decision process (as in Eq. (3)), serves as an extremely primitive memory model that considers
foragers that approximate local resource densities (see also [49,131]). Although in our experiments more explicit spatial
memory is not beneficial due to the destructive nature of the foraging process, more intricate resource regeneration
patterns might provide benefits of more intricate memory components [132].

Finally, we should note that foraging benefits – as discussed in Section 5.4 – are not expected to be the only driving
forces behind group formation [4]. For example, group size might increase foraging success [9,133], or a minimum group
size is required when taking down large prey [134,135]. In contrast, hierarchical structures that increase competition
might lead to individuals spreading out when resources are scarce [136]. Furthermore, as foragers themselves might be
subjected to predation, increased group sizes can reduce the individual predation risk while foraging [137–141]. Moreover,
predation, or a general exposure to risk of dying, is seemingly tightly connected with landscape fragmentation [142–144].
As an effect, larger groups often exhibit higher survival and reproduction rates than smaller groups [145,146]. Within
the context of our model, as lower levels of resource fractality mediated by low values of γ result in grouping to be
isadvantageous, thus most likely leading to decreased group sizes. Hence, our model appears to suggest that increased
esource fragmentation can negatively impact survival and reproduction rates, a result which can be of profound ecological
onsequences. Therefore, while individuals might forage more efficiently alone, survival related aspects outside of resource
ntake are likely to be a driving force behind group foraging as well and can have profound impacts on the survival of
oraging species, and should undoubtedly be included in future models.

This work has introduced an agent-based model for group foraging in fractal resource landscapes. Depending on group
izes and resource distributions, we show that joining others is not necessarily beneficial. However, joining does decrease
ariation in resource intakes across all levels of fractality, thus possibly impacting survival rates of species foraging in
roups. This illustrates that driving forces other than increased foraging efficiency cannot be ignored in future models on
oraging in groups.
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ppendix A. Influence of β on intensive searches

Recall the switching probability defined in Eq. (3) as

pβ (L0) = 1 − exp
(

−βL0
ℓ0

)
(A.1)

o further consolidate the effects of β on the expected lengths of the intensive search, we can write the probability of
exiting the intensive search after having traveled a distance L0 without resource detection, as

p̂β (L0) = pβ (L0)
L0∏

ℓ=ℓ0

(
1 − pβ (ℓ)

)
=

(
1 − exp

(
−βL0

ℓ0

)) L0∏
ℓ=ℓ0

exp
(

−βℓ

ℓ0

)
let t = L0/ℓ0, s = ℓ/ℓ0

⇒ p̂β (t) = (1 − exp (−βt))
t∏

s=1

exp (−βs) = (1 − exp (−βt)) exp
(

−
1
2
β(t − 1)t

)
. (A.2)

n this form, t represents the (discrete) time, i.e. number of steps, needed to travel a distance of L0 with increments of ℓ0.
hen, the cumulative of this distribution defines the probability of needing at most t steps before truncation

q(s ≤ t) =

∫ t

0
ds (1 − exp (−βs)) exp

(
−

1
2
β(s − 1)s

)
. (A.3)

e note that as t → ∞ we have q → 1 for any β > 0, but also q → 1 as β → ∞ for any t > 0. Hence, long
distances without resource encounter will (eventually) truncate the intensive search, while β = ∞ completely removes
the intensive search mode since foragers immediately switch back to the extensive search mode at the next step (see
Fig. A.8).
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Fig. A.8. Plots on the influence of β on the length (number of steps) of intensive searches. (a) Probability of switching from intensive search to
extensive search after t steps of no resource detection. (b) Cumulative density function of taking at most t steps until truncation of the intensive
earch. Note that (relatively) large values of β result in fast truncation of intensive searches, while smaller values facilitate longer intensive searches.

ppendix B. Details on the resource intake distribution

Recall that intraspecific competition manifests itself in rising inequality within the distribution of resource in-
ake among foragers (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3). As a way of measuring this inequality, we use the well-known Gini
oefficient [109,147]

G =

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 |ki − kj|

2N
∑N

i=1 ki
. (B.1)

Fig. B.9. Gini coefficient G versus the resource Lévy parameter γ , for different group sizes N . (a) Displays G for a group of non-interacting foragers,
while (b) includes attraction over a distance r/L = 0.1. As illustrated in (c), Gini coefficients are lower overall when attraction is introduced, resulting
in a more equal distribution over resource intake (and foraging efficiencies, see also Fig. B.10). Results are obtained for fixed bi- and trimodal Lévy
searches with α = 1.1 and β = 10−4 .
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Fig. B.10. Distribution over search efficiencies of individuals for different group sizes, in resource landscapes with different levels of clustering (see
Fig. 1). For each forager i, the search efficiency ηi is computed as in Eq. (5), and subsequently the distribution p(ηi) can be determined. Solid lines
are fitted log-normal distributions, where fits are only displayed if they explain the data points. When resources are not significantly clustered
for γ ≲ 2, shown in (a) and (d), search efficiencies are log-normally distributed regardless of joining ranges. Furthermore note lower mean search
efficiencies as joining ranges are introduced in (d). In (e) and (f), joining ranges result in log-normal distributions when environments are clustered,
where the absence of joining ranges skews the distribution due to a large fraction never finding little to no resources visible in (b) and (c). Results
are obtained for fixed bi- and trimodal Lévy searches with α = 1.1 and β = 10−4 .

uch a measure of inequality has been previously used in ecological frameworks [148]. Essentially, values of G → 1
epresent heavily skewed distributions, where a small subpopulation has access to the most resources. In contrast, values
f G → 0 indicate high equality among group members, where G = 0 is achieved when each individual has equal resource
ntake. We plot the Gini coefficient versus the degree of clustering defined by γ in Fig. B.9a,b. As seen, G increases
s the resource landscape becomes increasingly clustered, reinstating that a lucky subpopulation discovers the dense
atch early in the foraging process and thereby accounting for the majority of resources consumed. When introducing
joining range of r > 0, we note that income inequality decreases through decreased values of G. We additionally
ompute relative income inequalities by comparing Gini coefficient of groups of interacting and non-interacting groups.
nterestingly, intermediate values of γ ≈ 2 seem to promote lowest relative income equality when joining foragers join
uccessful others.
Details of these results are illustrated in Fig. B.10, where distributions over search efficiencies are plotted for different

roup sizes and degrees of resource clustering. First, when considering the bimodal group search with r = 0, log-normal
istributions of resource intake are a good fit only if environments are not clustered. When resource distributions become
ore clustered, the log-normal distribution fail to explain the data due to the existence of a large fraction of foragers

inding little to no resources (i.e. high G, see Fig. B.9a). When foragers join successful others however, the log-normal
16
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istribution provides a good fit over a wide range of clustering degrees. Deviations indicative of a significant proportion
f foragers finding little to no resources arise only when resources are densely clustered (γ ≳ 2.5, see Fig. B.10c,f).
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